
Day 1 & 2                                                                                      Date. 12/5 and 13/5. 

 

I started my day at leaving home at the morning at 3 am then driving to the airport 

then meet up with the others at the airport then we waited an hour to fly to Rome. We 

landed in Rome at 10 am. Where we had to wait for 

2 hours to get the bus that was driving to Perugia 

we finally got on the bus and then drove to Perugia 

it took almost 3 hours to get to the hotel, we got to 

Perugia at 17 pm then walk to our hotel on the way 

to the hotel we stop to see the city and found a 

fountain in the middle of the city after we took 

some pictures. We then found our way to the hotel 

where we got to ours room the rooms where spilt 

up in a 12, 8, 4 and 2 person room we boys got the 

8 man room nice rooms but the space for personal stuff like suitcase got be bigger we 

finally unpack and then went out to get something to eat we found a lovely restaurant 

that was called Ferrari we all ordered pizza it tasted good when then found a local 

marked and bought some drinks and candy then we went back to the hotel talk to the 

others and then went to bed. 

Day 2 

We stood up at 7 to get bus at 8 to the school the trip took half an hour to get to a stop 

but we where a bit confused to where the bus stop where so we drove right past it so 

we had to take a little additional trip to the school but luckily for us the teacher forgot 

that we were supposed to meet at 10:30 instead. We then got the 

school we got shown around the school and saw some of the 

classrooms we meet some of the teachers and luckily we also 

got to try some ice-cream the first day at the school we didn’t 

got to make pasta we just get to meet our teacher that we going 

to teach us the different kind of pasta form the north to the 

south. We also met his wife how is an English teacher at the 

school, is was fun to see the differences form their school to 

ours school. We then had lunch and found the bus to go back to 

the hotel some went shopping and others went out to eat some 

of us boys found a little sport café had one drink and saw the 

football match at 22:00 we walk back to the hotel talk to some off the others and then 

went to bed to start a new day.             



Day 3 & 4 

 

We started the day at wakening up at 8 in the morning to get bus at 08:55 to drive to 

the school today we going to have our first lesson in making pasta he showed three 

diches form the north of Italy Polenta, Risotto and 

Trofie. At the first day he just showed how he make it 

we didn’t get to make pasta but it was fun and 

instructive to see that the Italian kitchen only use mostly 

five ingredients to their dishes to make something so 

tasteful you can sometimes find it hard to believe that 

their only few ingredients to make something so good 

it’s so different form Denmark where we like to use 

seven to eight things or more so it was fun to learn. 

When the lesson where done we get to eat some of the 

things he just made we then got on a bus to go back to 

hotel most of ours when shopping to make dinner at 

home today was a relaxing day some played card and 

others just relaxed 

Day 4 

Today we learn different type of pasta and also how to make 

them and fold them today at school was fun we got to help a 

little more in the kitchen the diches we made today a mix of the 

north and the middle of Italy when we where done making pasta 

when had something to eat and then we went to Gubbio we had 

spoken with the teacher what you got do around Perugia and he 

talk about this special trip to gubbio because there was a special 

race happing every year so we rent a bus to go to gubbio. A 

beautiful city in the mountains when we arrived to the city there 

wasn’t that many people but as time went on more and more 

people showed up for the race at the evening there was a big 

crowed of people it was something I never had tried before it 

was some of the most exciting I have tried when the race was 

done we hop on bus and went back to Perugia most of us went 

out and eat and after that we went out to get something to drink 

it was a fun day we get to learn each other better after we went 

back to bed to a new exciting days.               



Day 5 & 6 

 

Day 5 we made more pasta and learn some diches form the middle of Italy some of us 

where still a little tired form yesterday so the day at the kitchen was a slow but fun 

day we get to eat some of the things we made some of the 

things was lasagna it tasted so good or as he said “MAMA 

MIA” when we got back to the city there was a big car show 

in the city with new cars and old cars I think the show was 

almost 2 hours with different car coming by I also found a 

little street that had a lot of street art is was beautiful and I 

think it is a little art club who made the art it was 

something I didn’t expect to see in a old city. At 

night we would try to find a new place to eat so 

we walked around the city and found a beautiful 

place whit good food to a good price after that we 

went to bed.  

 

 

Day 6 

Friday, we learn different type of diches from the south we made new 

kind of pasta and 4 new diches with pasta also 

carbonara we learn that Italian made it with eggs 

no cream or milk only eggs after that we talk 

about how the week was going as this was the 

last day of our pasta week it was fun and lot of 

new things I learned we took a picture with him 

as this was one of he’s biggest classes he had. 

We got something to eat and took the bus back 

to city today we some of us took a night out with food and drinks at 

night we met our teacher again and took a picture with him    



Day 7 & 8 

 

Day 7 and 8: today we tried to make the dough to the pizza learn how to mix the 

dough into a pizza when then later got to bake them so we learnt to make a pizza 

form the start to end product we then sat down to eat what we made and got on a 

bus to Perugia at home most of us went shopping to dinner and some of the others 

went out to eat at night some went out to city to get some think to drink others 

stayed home and played some card   

 

   

 

  



Day 9 & 10 

 

Day 9 and 10  

The focus has been on how to make your dough into a whole traditional Italian 

pizza. see how very few ingredients turn into so tasty and so loved a dish like pizza, 

but as with all the other things we have tried hard on is the key in the little things. 

Especially with the design of the dough, it is small precise movements that give the 

pizza we all know and love. And then some of us have to realize that we are a little 

too happy with the tomato sauce, which our teacher Matteo told us. 

  



Day 11 & 12 & 13 

 

The last three days I got sick so most of my time I spend in bed, but I was still at 

school. We continued to learn about the week's theme: Pizza. We have today made 
an alternative form of pizza known as Pizza Alla "Pala". Like yesterday, today we 
helped to make the dough. Right from mixing the ingredients together to shaping 
and making the pizzas (which we eventually got to eat for lunch). What is unique 
about this type of pizza is especially its untraditional form. All in all, it was a good 
day  
 
Thursday. Today we have made Torta al testo reminiscent of a pita bread with pizzas 
and pizza stuff. There are now only 2 days left in Perugia. 
Otherwise the day has been relaxing for most people. 
 
Friday. Was the last day we made Foccacina and got our diploma and after that 
home to pack our suitcases most of us went out to eat one last time after that went 
home to have fun just relaxing a the last day   
  


